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Spring is Flying By!
Our Summer Program
is affordable and full of
adventure! Please
look in the main office
for our flier and registration forms.
Our rates will remain
the same for Fall 2016.
Registration packets are
available now! Please
remember that our
rates are now calculated
as hours per child. With
absolute input from the
school and here to make
your life easier, we
strive to create a familiar and fun space for
students to enjoy their
time outside of school.
We accept Child Action
as well.

Snack Schedule for
May and June
_____________
Monday– Apples and
Rice Cakes
Tuesday– Bananas and
Snap Pea Crisps
Wednesday– Apples
and Rice Cakes
Thursday– Bananas and
Snap Pea Crisps
Friday- Apples, Rice
Cakes and Cooking

Newsletter Date

As Spring seems to flee from us
on the wind that has stirred up
so many allergies this season,
our students are hard at work
preparing for the end of another
school year. Our Homework
time has been very productive
with memory games of multiplication and rhyming words,
board games, library clean up
and collaborative work. The
weather has been so cooperative that we were able to bring
out our stilts! Stilts, swinging,
climbing, ball games and juggling
have been a large part of extensive outdoor time.
Our Strings practice has been
active as fourth graders and
higher get ready for our Strings
Concerts on May 17th and May
19th. The students are excited
and proud of the work they
have put into their music. Students eagerly meet the challenges of conquering another grade
and look forward to a new year.
But not before enjoying a well
earned summer break.

Kindergarten has embraced Spring with
energy and enthusiasm. We have spent
so much time at the hiding tree playing
games and nature walking. Our nature
collection grows and our boot collection has dwindled. Hot tea is put away
in favor of fruit infused water to help
with the hard work of play in the sun.
Our finger knitting skills have improved
greatly over the year and our play now
includes compromises and negotiations.
Summer is coming and kindergarten is
ready!

